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We've got you covered
Our library staff, faculty, and student workers continue to make sure that we're providing
support, safe spaces to work and safe spaces to study. Since March, we've been
communicating with university leadership, implementing plans in phases, closely monitoring
what's happening and making adjustments in our plan when needed.
• We're still offering limited services in the Main Library lobby.
• We conduct hourly health and safety walk-throughs at the Weaver Library and the Health
Sciences Library to ensure that people are wearing face coverings.
• Special Collections continues to be closed, but we're fulfilling requests digitally and providing
research assistance.
Every library department is doing its part to support University of Arizona students, faculty,
instructors and staff. Be sure to regularly check our website for updates and visit the
university's COVID-19 website for campus information.
We've got you covered.

Library resources for students
Undergraduate Engagement and
Assessment Librarian Jeremiah PaschkeWood encourages students working on
research to reach out. He's happy to meet
with you through chat, email or Zoom.
Watch Jeremiah's video ►►►

Press to publish Academy of
American Poets winning
manuscripts
The Academy of American Poets
announced the winners of the 2020
American Poets Prizes, including the
Ambroggio Prize. Beginning this year,
recipients of the Academy of American
Poets’ Ambroggio Prize will have their
winning manuscript published in Spanish
with the English translation by the
University of Arizona Press.
Read about winner Mara Pastor ►►►

Celebrating Hispanic Heritage
Month through health literacy
The National Library of Medicine
celebrated Hispanic Heritage Month
(September 15-October 15) by posting a
video from 2018 featuring Outreach
Services Librarian Yamila El-Khayat on
Twitter.
During the pandemic, Yamila has
continued to provide remote support to the
Promodores de Salud program.
"I'm currently writing a grant to continue
this partnership, which will incorporate
medical students who will interact directly
with the community health workers,"
Yamila explained. "I am super ecstatic to
be doing this work!"

Back in the day: 1960
Library pages Lamond B. Preston and
Hector Guerra are re-shelving books at
the library. Both students are sophomores,
in their second year working at the library.
University of Arizona Photo Collection,
Special Collections.
Explore our digital collections ►►►

Watch the video ►►►

Data grant program launches
this month

Preserving films from the
1930s takes time
Assistant Librarian and Archivist Trent
Purdy and Archival Assistant Amanda
Howard, the principal investigators for the
$39,175 grant project, are digitizing and
preserving 90 motion picture films
from the collection
of dendrochronologist Andrew
Ellicott Douglass.

The University of Arizona Libraries is
excited to launch the Data Grant Program
to help our faculty, graduate students,
post-doctoral associates, and staff
purchase commercially available data sets
for their research. Grant applications are
accepted until November 6.
Read more about the grant ►►►

Learn about the project ►►►
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